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OUT OF ORDER // Section: ART

Title: Overwhelming Acrid Odor of Potential Paramour: An interview with 
Gregory Jacobsen
Interview and Intro: 
Jenna Blaszczykiewicz

As an ode to outcast glorification, Zg Gallery in Chicago’s River North Art Gallery 
District features the bizarre and beautiful collection of Gregory Jacobsen: 
Overwhelming Acrid Odor of Potential Paramour, in light of EXPO Chicago. In 1999 
Gregory debuted in Dogmatic, a two-man show at a defunct art space in Pilsen. In 
wonky and weird segways, Gregory invests his artistic touch in other outlets such 
as podcast hosting, screen-printing, video production, writing, and his band Lovely 
Little Girls, which, in his words, ranges between “noisy performance art to weird 
prog-rock.” Gregory uses his other outlets in an exploratory way to better grapple 
the emotion he wants to convey in his paintings, his supreme art form. The reflexive 
nature of Gregory’s commitments has allowed him to survey the grueling nature 
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of Overwhelming Acrid Odor of Potential Paramour’s content with a poised eye that 
acclaims the exiled. Through the rose colored frames of Gregory’s art, the repellant 
is found alarmingly charming. 

OOO: Gregory, you mix grotesque imagery with fantastical colors. What are you trying to 
convey?

Gregory: “I try to have the colors gross and sweaty... Odd combinations that sort of 
curdle, but are still approached with a somewhat naturalistic color use. The imagery 
doesn't work so well with a muted palette; it gives it an air of over-self-seriousness and 
preciousness. Weird color combinations exaggerate the emotional note of a painting. 
These color schemes are somewhat personal- combinations that I have been obsessed 
with and disgusted by. An example is green and purple side by side. Ugh. There's 
something that's so homely and childlike about it. It reminds me of some of the worst 
fashion from the mid to late 80s.”

OOO: What attracts or inspires you towards subjects of disfigurement? 

Gregory: It has always been fascinating to me. I often try to move away from it and paint 
something 'beautiful,' but I get bored. I'm body obsessed, my own body- so I'm not just 
gawking. Everything about bodies seem so abject yet beautiful. With the disfigurement, 
it's an exaggeration of comedy and horror.

OOO: Sometimes artists use live models during the painting process. Are figures in 
portraits such as Pupating Lips and Sweaty model-based?

Gregory: Each are from a few different photos. I might like the modeling of a head in one 
photo, the twist of the hips in another photo. With something like Pupating Lips, where 
there is an obvious grotesque disfigurement, I start with a standard portrait and work it 
until it hits that certain dissonant emotional note.

OOO: Do your paintings romanticize the outsider?

Gregory: I don't think I romanticize the outsider. I do try and make the portraits look 
heroic though, referring to a sort of inner fantasy life of failures where they are kings 
and queens of their own world. It can be interpreted as failure is GOOD and GOD-
LIKE. Yea, well... I guess that's romanticizing it. I try not to have these portraits be 
mocking, but I still put some of that in. It all relates back to an exaggeration of how I 
view myself.... pathetic, but wonderful, which in itself is pathetic. Plenty of people have 
this kind of disposition.

OOO: Unlike majority of the pieces in Overwhelming Acrid Odor of Potential Paramour, 
you use graphite and acrylic on paper instead of color on Guts in Lady Shoes and Mollusk 
Skin. Any comments?
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Gregory: I did a ton of drawings in the past couple years. I wanted to include a few, but 
given the size of the show I didn't want it to be too cluttered. Working in greys helps my 
rendering. It also helps me understand color a lot more.

OOO: This marks your sixth solo showcase at Zg Gallery. Do you feel your artistic style 
has changed since your first?

Gregory: My first show was more intuitive. I look at the work and I don't feel anything 
for it. It has its charm, but it's like looking at someone else's work at this point. It 
came from the heart, but I'm a different person now. I was much more into creating 
grotesqueries for the sake of it, even though I put some long-winded high-falutin’, clap-
trap behind it. I think I am much more interested in pure form and color at this point and 
how that affects a viewer. It isn't so much that anything has changed, it's more so that I 
feel I'm finally at the artistic spot I always worked towards.... And, I want to go much 
further with it.

OOO: You knew this was coming! Your Zg Gallery showcase has an extremely 
wordy title. How many alternative titles did you come up with before you decided 
on Overwhelming Acrid Odor of Potential Paramour?

Gregory: My writing generally deals with body horror in a rhythmic and comedic 
way. I'm in a band, and I write the lyrics by using word cut-ups from various books. 
Sometimes I will hit on a particular phrase that I love, and this was one of them. It 
seemed perfect for the show given that it was mostly all figurative. The title also gave 
a vague narrative to the paintings. Some of the other titles were used for other projects 
are: Still Damp...Cleaning the Filth From a Delicate Frame...Flaccid Copulatory 
Attempts...etc, etc.


